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This month, we meet Werner Leist, ex-Luftwaffe fighter pilot and our newest 

member. Actually, the club has lately been blessed with not one but two new 

members who are ex-Luftwaffe. Hopefully, we’ll hear from Olaf next issue.  

 

We also talk to Steve Donald, senior LAME for Virgin Blue, who built this superb 

Aeropup (and it is now for sale – oh, for a few extra dollars in my pay packet!). 
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Werner Leist 
 
The newest QUA member, is 83 years old. He was at first reluctant to tell his story. He wondered why 
any of us would be interested. The Luftwaffe was so long ago. But it is the part of his story we want to 
hear most. 
 
Werner is definitely not a novice pilot. He learnt to fly with the Luftwaffe during the closing stages of 
WW2. He has been behind the controls of an Me109, chasing red-tailed American Thunderbolts 
around the rolling hills of southern Germany, even firing his cannon at them, albeit without ever 
bringing one down. 
 

 
 
Werner was interested in aircraft from an early age. His favourite uncle was commandant of Berlin’s 
Templehof airport in the 30s. This uncle later became a test pilot for Junkers but was tragically 
assassinated by the Nazis at the beginning of the war, probably for being too politically difficult. 
Werner’s family were staunch Catholics and tried to keep Werner out of the military as best they 
could. Like all young German boys of that era, however, Werner was in the wrong place at the wrong 
time in history. He was obliged to enter the Yungvolk (Hitler Youth). Given his interest in aeroplanes, 
he chose the flying section. At first he made models. Then he went gliding. Finally, at the urgings of 
his instructor, he raised his age by two years and applied to the Luftwaffe. They weren’t too fussy at 
that stage and before long, Werner was at flying school. He trained initially on Bücker Bü131 
Jungmann aircraft, which were very similar to DH82 Tiger Moths. Then he thinks he flew Bücker 
Jungmeisters, a higher performance single-seat biplane, but he can’t quite remember for sure. This 
all happened a long time ago and Werner has no documentation (for very good reasons as you will 
see). 
 
Sometime towards the end of 1944, Werner found himself behind the controls of his first Messersmitt. 
Although he had no success in the fight against the American interdiction, he displayed flying 
prowess that had him chosen for training on Me262 aircraft, the World’s first operational jet fighters.  



 

 
 
He was one of six pilots from his area group who went to a secret airfield where many of these high 
performance planes were being prepared for action. However, for some reason, that action never 
came. Werner thinks it may have been a problem with the availability of jet fuel or perhaps a political 
debate over how to best deploy the plane. Whatever the reason, Werner and his colleagues waited 
many weeks at that place and he remembers it being a very boring time. He got so bored, in fact, that 
when asked if he was interested in volunteering for other duties, he said OK. If he had known what 
those other duties entailed, however, he wouldn’t have been so ready to put his hand up.  
 
He was ordered to conduct sabotage behind Russian lines. A few nights later he and one of his 
mates found themselves bundled into the back of a military transport heading east. In addition to their 
parachutes they were weighed down with multiple packs of high explosive. Their mission was to blow 
up anything significant. They jumped behind enemy lines and landed without injury, but from there on 
it was all downhill. They didn’t manage to find anything to destroy and were soon on the run. They 
were quickly caught and the word was that they were off to Siberia and the salt mines. However, 
while waiting to be interrogated, they escaped and were back on the run again. They began walking 
in a westerly direction, travelling only at night, sleeping during the day. Then they acquired Russian 
peasant clothing and some garden tools to carry over their shoulders. This allowed them to travel a 
little by day. They had to swim across big rivers because the bridges were all guarded (or bombed 
out). It was very hard going. For several months they continued to walk and hide, getting ever closer 
to the border. But then, Werner’s companion began to suffer with his feet. Soon he couldn’t walk any 
further. That was when fate intervened and they came to a farmhouse. It was occupied by a Russian 
woman who apparently didn’t care what side they were on. After a while, with her angelic help, 
Werner’s friend recovered and they resumed their trek.  
 
A little while later, they met four other Germans in similar circumstances. The group were all dressed 
as Russian peasants. Eventually they made it back into what had become French-occupied 
Germany. The French were apparently more on the ball than the Russians because all six were 
quickly arrested. They were accused of being spies and threatened with a firing squad. They had no  
 



papers and their situation looked very grim indeed. But then another good Samaritan, this time a 
French hospital director, assisted Werner and his mate to escape. The escape was accomplished by 
diving through an unopened hospital window into the lake below and then swimming to the other 
side. Shots were fired at them, but it is quite clear to Werner that no one wanted to hit them. He lost 
contact with his friend during that escape and has never seen him since, although he did hear some 
time after from other friends that he had survived the dash. 
 
Werner eventually made it back to his parents’ house in the American zone at about the same time 
as his parents got the place back from the American military. It had been completely ransacked. 
(Werner remembers the occupiers as having scant regard for other people’s property.) He was seen 
entering the house, however, and was arrested almost straightaway. He then went to a very 
miserable POW camp which had no shelter and many people died in that place. After a few months, 
we went to a better facility. About this time, he was called as a witness at a war crimes tribunal 
involving a couple of local Nazis who had shot at American prisoners a year or two before. 
Apparently they had been quite drunk at the time and understandably annoyed at having their houses 
bombed. They didn’t actually hit any of the pilots but Werner believes they were found guilty anyway 
and hanged for it. 
 
Eventually, Werner was released. He was able to obtain discharge papers that identified him as 
Luftwaffe, but these were stolen from him as souvenirs by American servicemen he befriended. He 
remained in Germany for a while but then went to South Africa. He got a civilian pilot’s licence while 
there and did quite a bit of flying. With two other friends he became very interested in restoring 
aircraft. They re-built several Tiger Moths and even a Spitfire. He came to Australia 25 years ago but 
has done no flying here. He has, however, maintained a keen interest in aviation and we are indeed 
lucky to have him join our club. A very warm welcome to the QUA, Werner Leist! 
 

 

 

Steve Donald and his Aeropup 
 

Yes, it’s true. Steve Donald’s magnificent Aeropup is on the market. If anyone is after a professionally 
built (Steve is an LAME with more than thirty-five years experience in the airline business), absolutely 
immaculate, two seat, high wing touring aircraft, this plane is as good as they come. I first saw this 
plane at Watts last year and remember being just so impressed with the obviously superb 
workmanship that has gone into its construction.  
 
Recently, I had the pleasure of speaking at length to Steve about both his aircraft and his life. We 
began with how he got his pilot license. He told me that gained his PPL in Victoria during the late 
1970’s. He didn’t do his navigation exercises at that stage, so it remained a restricted PPL. One of 
the reasons may have been that at about that time he met his wife, Leslie, and they settled down to 
have kids. As those of us who have been through it well know, nothing puts the brakes on an aviation 
habit quite like a new family. As the years went by, however, he didn’t lose interest in flying. He was 
working as an LAME (Engine/Airframes) at Ansett Airlines, having started there as a young 
apprentice in 1973. (He is now with Virgin Blue at Brisbane Airport as a Senior LAME, by the way.) 
He always attended the annual meeting of the SAAA at Mangalore Airport and was an SAAA 
member at that stage, even though he could not really afford to build or own his own plane. But that 
didn’t stop him dreaming about it. He remembers well the first beginnings of what is now the RA Aus 
and was at one of their first gatherings at Mangalore.  
 
The family moved up here to Brisbane in 1989. This move proved to be a turning point in Steve’s life 
in that it would eventually facilitate his dream. As he and Leslie were looking for a property to buy, the 
most important criterion was that it have a big shed. That shed had to be big enough to 
accommodate the construction of an aircraft because Steve knew that one day he would find the time 
and the means to build an aircraft at home. After some searching, they found a nice home on a 1 
acre block at Dakabin, near the Lakeside raceway. It had a large, reconstructed, ex-machinery shed 
with a separate workshop on the side. It was ideally suited to an aircraft build project. With obvious 
passion, Steve told me that he loves his shed! 
 
 



 
The quality is very obvious in this superb aeroplane 

 
 
One weekend around 2004, the family went to Gayndah to visit Steve’s brother and sister- in-law, 
who were semi-retired and doing the fruit picking thing up there. Due to the Orange Festival also 
being on that weekend it was hard to get accommodation. Steve noticed that there was a fly-in 
happening at the Gayndah airfield over the weekend so he contacted the organiser and were able to 
stay at the airfield in their camper trailer. That fly-in event was the catalyst that pushed Steve along 
the path of re-learning to fly. Not only that, his then 16-year-old son, Leigh, also caught the bug.  
 
Steve quickly realised that times had changed. GA was now too complicated, vocationally oriented 
and expensive. The recreational regime was by far the better way to go. Father and son were soon 
enrolled with Bill Haines at Caboolture Recreational Aviation. Steve took to a Jabiru and Leigh to a 
Gazelle. Because Steve had his PPL and it all came back fairly easily for him, he had his RAAus pilot 
certificate in about 5 hours. At that time there was a syndicate share available in the Gazelle which 
he bought, and this allowed cheaper flying for both of them. The arrangement was particularly 
suitable to Steve’s life as a shift worker because the aircraft was always available during the week. 
The only problem was that whenever there was a fly-in on, it was always a case of first-in best-
dressed. Steve found himself driving to fly-ins far too often and this was what ultimately led him to 
biting the bullet and starting on the construction of his own plane. 
 
Throughout 2004/2005, he did lots of research on what aircraft were available in kit form. He spent a 
lot of time thinking about which kind of plane he wanted, what engine to fit, folding wings or not, fuel 
capacity (he had already found that the Gazelle’s 48 litres were not enough for his requirements), etc. 
He decided that he needed a plane with a cruising speed around 90 to 100 knots.  Should he go tail 
wheel or tricycle? There was so much to consider. One thing he was confident about was that he 
preferred to buy an Australian designed and produced kit. ,  
 
 



The Aeropup is a very stylish aircraft 

 
 

Whenever he opened a magazine, if it had an Aeropup advertisement in it, it always caught his eye. 
Although there were other types that aroused his interest, he found himself always coming back to 
the Aeropup. He became focussed on it more and more. It pretty much had all that he wanted. It was 
a good all round recreational aircraft (registerable as either RAA or GA) and it had a sound design 
history, being a development of the popular single-seat Supapup.  Soon he was only waiting to see 
one in the flesh before he parted with his money. Although there were a few under construction, there 
weren’t too many flying at that time. It wasn’t until Narromine 2006 that he was able to see a flying 
example. James Chase had flown it over from Broken Hill and although Steve didn’t get to go for a 
spin in it, he spent almost all of his time that weekend looking it over, trying to convince himself that 
this was the one.  And it was!  He came home from Narromine, prepped the missus for the news and 
promptly contacted John Cotton down at Victor Harbour to place his order for a kit. 
 
So what is it about the Aeropup that is so special?  To begin with, it has easy, quick folding wings, a 
chromoly fuselage frame that acts as a roll cage in case of accident and good fuel capacity (96L) in 
the wings rather than in the fuselage. It is a high wing design, which not only provides great 
downwards visibility, but also some shade when at those summer fly-ins. It has also good luggage 
capacity. Steve would have preferred a nose wheel design instead of a tail dragger but after a few 
hours in Bill Haine’s Piper Cub he began to think, “this ain’t so bad after all”. He thinks that the Cub 
really honed his takeoff and landing skills. One thing every new owner-builder has bad dreams about 
is bending his pride and joy on its maiden flight. 
 
Once he had ordered the kit, a couple of months went by whilst the factory got it together. During this 
time, John Cotton sent him the construction manual. Steve says that it was like when you start 
reading a really good book that you just can’t put down. He read every page over and over. He was 
so excited to be starting such a project. Anyway, the kit was finally ready for pick up around April 
2006, so Steve and Leslie headed off to Victor Harbour in SA in their Jeep with roof racks and a 6x4 
trailer. It was the start of a big adventure. They arrived at John’s factory and spent the next day 
checking that all of the bits were there. Then they tied the fuselage to the roof racks, filled the back of 
the Jeep and the trailer with bits and pieces, and headed for home. Steve remembers the looks they  
 
 



 
got wherever they stopped for fuel or stayed overnight. Everyone kept asking them about the 
fuselage sitting up so high on the roof racks of their Jeep. It was a slow trip. The Jeep was flat out at 
95 due to the drag and it’s a long way from Victor Harbour to Brisbane. Upon arriving home, Steve 
unloaded everything and stored it. Then he had to figure out where to start.  
 
 
Collecting the kit from Victor Harbour Wheels on first then try the leg room 

 
 
Check the fit of the cowls Then build the wings 

 
 
Careful with the hot iron! Cover the wings as well 

  
 
 
 



 
 
Steve had done plenty of research on what power plant to buy. It became a choice between Rotax 
and Jabiru. He finally settled on the Jabiru 4 cylinder due to it being quite a bit cheaper than the 
Rotax. Also, John had made the cowling, engine mount, etc, for a Jab fit out and it did in fact make 
for a tidy, streamlined installation. Steve knows of two other Aeropup owner/builders who fitted Jab 6 
cylinder motors. He thinks those planes must go like rockets because his gets along very comfortably 
at 90 knots economy cruise (15 LPH) with the four cylinders.  Some other builders have fitted Rotaxs 
or Subarus. The design will take a variety of engine types. 
 
Starting to look like an airplane now Off to Caboolture 

  
 
Steve spent the rest of 2006/2007 building his project and finally it was ready for weighing, C of G 
calculations, engine test running, etc, in late 2008.  He wasn’t sure whether he was going to hangar 
it, or trailer it to and from home at that point, but as luck would have it he met a fellow LAME at work 
who was not only an SAAA/RA Aus Level 4 inspector, but also had his own aircraft in his own hangar 
at Caboolture with hangar space available if Steve wanted to rent it. This guy’s name was Kevin 
Haase and he also did Steve’s build inspections and signoffs, so their meeting was very opportune. 
Kevin had in the past built a Corby Starlet from scratch and now owns a beautiful Jodel D 1050 which 
has been showing up at Watts Bridge fly-ins over the years. 
 
So, finally, the Aeropup was ready for its first flight. Steve had spent time listening to a professional 
test pilot at one of the Narromine forums about doing one’s own first flight and test flying sequences. 
That fellow later sent him lots of good info. He was determined that, after spending the last 18 
months of hard work building the plane, he should be the one to enjoy its first flight. He thought long 
and hard about it, weighed up all the pros and cons, did the research, prepared himself thoroughly 
until he was confident and when the right day came, he did it! That was one the best feelings he has 
ever experienced, actually doing the first flight of an aircraft he had just built. Of course, he did lots of 
taxi trials and mock takeoff tests, gradually building up speed down the strip at Caboolture, lifting the 
tail, etc, almost to the point of takeoff without actually launching into the air. 
 
That was in early 2008. Before long he had done the mandatory 25 hours test flying and proceeded 
to venture further away from home base as he built up confidence in the plane’s ability. He found that 
the 60” x 42” prop didn’t quite give me the static RPM that he was after, so he fitted a 60” x 38” which 
is just right. It gives good WOT (Wide Open Throttle) static and takeoff RPM and only loses about 2 
knots from the cruise. At 3000 RPM the plane now flies at 88 knots for around 15 LPH. Steve spent 
time tweaking both airframe and engine, doing cowling intake/outlet pressure testing with a 
manometer filled with dyed water and sense ports. This enabled him to meet Jabiru’s air flow 
requirements to maintain warranty. He also fitted a second oil cooler in series to bring the oil temp 
down to a satisfactory range. He fitted wheel spats, made some little fairings for the aileron and flap 
controls and a few other minor adjustments until everything was just right. 
 
 
 



At about 140 hrs, he did a leak down check of the cylinders and found two pots down a bit so he 
decided to pull the heads and have a look. All of the bores were glazed and so he pulled the barrels 
out and found the rings carboned up in the ring grooves. He was getting some blow- by and that had 
probably contributed to the slightly higher oil temp. He honed the bores lightly to remove the glaze, 
installed a new set of rings, lapped the valves and put it all back together with a new O ring/seal kit 
and it’s all good.  He thinks it’s possible that he gave it too much low power running in his front yard 
initially. Jabirus need to be run hard from the beginning to bed them in properly.    
 
A few years ago Steve was introduced to Mal Mackenzie through a friend of his, Tony Wright, who, 
incidentally, built Mal’s Himax. Steve had been flying out to Watts Bridge a bit and had met a few of 
the other QUA members. So, after meeting Mal, he decided to join the QUA and have Watts 
membership. He also likes to drop into Kilcoy every now and then, and it was there one day that he 
met John Gilpin and Hans ???.  At that point, he became aware of the Savannah and saw firsthand 
what they are capable of STOLwise.  After hearing and reading about their adventures on JG’s 
website, Steve began thinking that this was the sort of flying he wanted to do. He had always planned 
to see as much of our great country from the air as possible and to visit some remote locations only 
accessible by aircraft. It suddenly seemed to him that the Savannah was the ideal aircraft for that sort 
of thing.  So last year he began researching a Savannah build project. The VG XL had not long been 
available and there was a factory-built one he could look at up at Gympie. From that he placed an 
order for a VG XL kit with Reg Brost of Aerokits.  Reg delivered the kit in Feb this year and Steve 
quickly got into it, starting with tail feathers then flaperons, wings, and now he is about ¾ of the way 
through the fuselage. He says that he is absolutely loving it. However, because of the cost of this new 
project, he has very reluctantly placed his Aeropup on the market. He needs to sell it to fund the 
engine purchase for the Savannah. The first ad will be in the November issue of the RA Aus 
magazine.  
 
The Savannah will have a 100 HP Rotax, 150 litres of fuel and a large baggage compartment. It will 
be a very capable aircraft. Steve considers the Aeropup to be like a sports car and the Savannah to 
be like a high clearance 4 WD (JG’s description). Both offer great fun, but have their own separate 
purposes. Steve hopes to have the Savannah finished either later this year or early next and will 
bring it over to Watts to show her off. 
 

Steve intends to semi-retire in the next year or 
two and purchase a bus/motor home to travel 
all over Australia. His original concept was to 
take the Aeropup with them, hence the folding 
wings and rugged trailerability. The idea was 
to have an aerial platform to see everything 
wherever they were, driving from airfield to 
airfield to camp. Richard Pobsky from Teckair 
at Childers, who makes a lot of aviation videos 
from fly-ins, etc, made a video of a trip he did 
from Brisbane to SA and back in his bus with 
his Chinook in tow. They stayed at and flew 
from airfields along the way, assembling and 
dismantling the Chinook each time. His story 
has really inspired Steve to do something 
similar, so he is looking at modifying the 

Savannah to facilitate easy wing removal and reassembly. JG has already done some similar mods 
to his Savannah. Steve has a fully enclosed trailer design in his head which will hopefully make it 
reasonably easy to fit and remove the wings, store them and transport the whole lot, with just Leslie 
and himself to do the work. Steve says that building (and flying) recreational aircraft is a passion of 
his and he hopes to build many more into the future. Another aircraft he is really interested in, if I can 
afford it, is the new Super Petrel LS amphibian. He saw one at a recent Breaky fly-in at Dunwich. 
What a nice aircraft!  The versatility of an amphibian would be great. Unfortunately, though, they 
aren’t made in kit form any longer.   
 

 

 



The QUA Xmas Party will be held on November 28th. Just reminding you to keep that date 

marked on your calendars. Julie Walker is doing the catering. Please contact Sandy or Julie if you 
are attending. They need to have numbers as soon as possible so that they can plan the day. 
 

Still Wanted – One QUA Secretary. The cops are still after Mal. No, that was last month’s joke. 

But as far as I know, we don’t yet have a replacement for him. He hasn’t changed his mind. He’s 
leaving the job by the end of the year. So, we’d love to hear from you. By all means, phone Mal if you 
need information about the job. His number is 07 33415348. 
 

 
Other Events: 
Oct 26-28 Singapore, Oth, Aviation Outlook Asia 2010 

Oct 30-31 Gloucester, NSW, Gloucester Aeroclub Fly-In, BBQ and Bonfire 
Oct 30-31 Grafton, NSW, Jacaranda Fly-In 

Nov 6 Luskintyre, NSW, LAFM Lunch with the Tiger Moths **CANCELLED** 
Nov 6 Temora, NSW, Aircraft Showcase - Piston Fighters 

Nov 6-7 Holbrook, NSW, Annual Back to Holbrook Fly-In 

Nov 6-7 Leeton, NSW, AAAA Tiger Moth Rally 2010 at Leeton 
Nov 7 Wagga Wagga, NSW, Monthly BBQ Lunch 

Nov 13 Essendon, VIC, Airways Museum Open Day 
Nov 13-14 Adaminaby, NSW, Fly In and Hangar Bush dance 

Nov 14 Wedderburn, NSW, NSW Sport Aircraft Club Open Day 

Nov 20 Temora, NSW, Aircraft Showcase - Forward Air Control 
Nov 20 Dunwich, North Stradbroke Island, QLD, Straddie Breakfast Fly-In 

Nov 21 Phillip Island Victoria, VIC, N.V.V.M Fly & Cruise In 
Nov 21 Latrobe Regional Airport, VIC, Open Day - Learn to Fly 
 



 
  

Next QUA meeting is on Monday 1st October at 

8.00pm at Archerfield. 

 

PRESIDENT: Peter Ratcliffe 0418159429    TREASURER: Ian Ratcliffe 0418728238 

 

SECRETARY: Mal McKenzie 07 33415348    Email: mmc80789@bigpond.net.au 

 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR: Arthur Marcel   Email: a.marcel@optusnet.com.au 

 

QUA Inc TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: George  Perez 0423536 
 

MINUTES OF OCTOBER 4th 2010 GENERAL MEETING 
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GENERAL 

BUSINESS  

 
 

 

NEXT QUA Inc 

MEETING 
 

THANKYOU 
 

MEETING CLOSED 

08.00 pm, eleven members present. 
 

Neil Bowden, Bruce Clark, Danny Fowler,  

Will Miller,  Bryan Schollum,  Col Thorp 
 

No business arising. Motion to accept minutes as correct. Proposed David Ratcliffe, 

Seconded Glenda Faint. Motion carried. 
 

The hot water system has been purchased. The kitchen bench top is ready to be 

picked up. Kitchen end cupboard is finished. The first row of gyprock is to be 

installed so the power points can be finished. Water coming into the hangar. The 

floor needs to be raised by 100mm. Drainage also needs to be done around the 

hangar and the clubhouse. A new QUA Inc Secretary is required due to Mal’s 

resignation. 
 

Opening Balance               $ 8,475.01 

Closing Balance                $  7,478.01 
 

A log of the correspondence of the past month is available. Forty eight emails 

received, mostly items regarding fly ins, events etc. Some from WBMA regarding 

the current wet conditions, the proposed gate sign including an invoice of the 

application fee and the QFRS water bombing practice exercise with attached 

photos. 
 

The airfield is currently closed due to the wet conditions. QFRS practice day went 

well until a Jabiru pilot decided to land in the water bombing target area between 

the two runways. 
 

Straddie Breakfast fly in at Dunwich on 16
th

 October. 

Gold Coast Rag & Tube Fly In at Heckfield on 23
rd

 October, 2010. 

Grafton Jacaranda Fly In is on 30-31
st
 October, 2010. 

QUA Inc. Christmas Party is on Sunday 28
th

 November, 2010. 

Julie Walker is to arrange and organize this event. More info next time. 

Christmas Party  RSVP  to vanstar2@bigpond.com  or 0424958173 
 

Suggestion to install whirlybird ventilators in the hangar roof. Jim Bowling to 

investigate what types are suitable with their costs. A suggestion that the QUA Inc 

consider holding a Sunday Breakfast Fly In at Watts every second month could be 

done every third month.  
 

Monday 1st November 2010 at the Terminal Building at Archerfield Aerodrome 

starting at 07.30pm.  Supper will be provided as usual. 
 

To David Ratcliffe for providing the supper tonight. 
 

09.15 pm. 
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